
BDR 1-186
AB 331

NON-EXECUTIVE AGENCY

FISCAL NOTE
AGENCY'S ESTIMATES Date Prepared: March 23, 2023
Agency Submitting: Administrative Office of the Courts

Items of Revenue or
Expense, or Both

Fiscal Year
2022-23

Fiscal Year
2023-24

Fiscal Year
2024-25

Effect on Future 
Biennia

Personnel (Expense) $145,800 $145,800 $291,600

Equipment (Expense) $4,000 $2,500
Case Management Systems Changes 
(Expense) $45,000

EFiling Systems Changes (Expense) $45,000

Total 0 $239,800 $145,800 $294,100

Explanation (Use Additional Sheets of Attachments, if required)

This legislation will require the AOC to review and revise the State Court Administrator Guidelines for the Nevada 
Credentialed Interpreter Program to comply with the credentialing requirements therein.  Additionally, a new section in 
the Guidelines will have to be drafted, reviewed, and approved before the end of the year regarding when a non-
credentialed interpreter can be appointed.  The Interpreter Program currently has one staff person who is tasked with 
training and credentialing court interpreters and who does not have the additional capacity to conduct these tasks. As 
such, it requires an additional Court Services Analyst to ensure that the required work can be completed before the end 
of the calendar year. The legislation will require system upgrades to adequately track the status of interpreters 
appointed (credentialed vs. non-credentialed) to ensure compliance with the aforementioned new Guidelines as well as 
provide sufficient data to inform any potential revisions to the appointment requirements.  This legislation will also have 
impact on the trial courts in terms of interpreter costs and case management system upgrades.

Todd MylerName

Title Chief Financial Officer
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Fiscal Impact calculations for BDR 1-186
FY 23 FY 24 FY 25 Future

Salary -$         108,000.00$  108,000.00$  216,000.00$  
Fringe (35%) -$         37,800.00$    37,800.00$    75,600.00$    
Total Personnel -$         145,800.00$  145,800.00$  291,600.00$  

Equipment -$         4,000.00$       -$                 2,500.00$       

CMS Changes -$         45,000.00$    -$                 -$                 
Efiling Changes -$         45,000.00$    -$                 -$                 

Totals -$         239,800.00$  145,800.00$  294,100.00$  
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